
WHEN PLAGUE STRIKES

Compassionate and arresting, this exploration of three major diseases that have changed the course of historyâ€”the
bubonic plague, smallpox, and.

There are very little pictures in my book and I wish there were more. The part about AIDS was particularly
disturbing. The definition of the word plague is: an epidemic disease that causes high mortality, very
contagious. His imagery that he describes is very vulgar and gory. Soon they reached the size of hens' eggs.
Like the citizens of Athens at the time of the Plague, they had no medicines with which to fight the disease.
Those who survived were terrified. By the third day, the lymph nodes in the sufferers' groins, or occasionally
their armpits, began to swell. Dec 14, Benji rated it liked it Can you imagine a plague that killed half of the
known world? His knowledge of these plagues taught me a great deal about them. For example, the smallpox
was treated by putting a scab of an infected person into a cut of a healthy man. He proves the common
stereotypes on these plagues wrong. One thing the author did well is he teaches the readers a lot about these
plagues. Within weeks of the first reported cases, hundreds of people in the Black Sea region had sickened and
died. They gave the disease its official name: the bubonic plague. I think this is good because it lets you focus
on one plague at a time. The Black Death was transferred from fleas and rats as well as human intera Can you
imagine a plague that killed half of the known world? Then, as death neared, the mouth gaped open and the
skin blackened from internal bleeding. Twelve of his titles, most recently Charles A. Pictures would give a
greater understanding of the signs and symptoms the plague came with.


